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Introduction

The Werder Lab was created to generate new knowledge and innovative
solutions. By combining sports with technology, it aims to benefit athletes,
organization and fans.
This is why Werder Bremen teamed up with betahausX to find innovative
companies globally and reinvent the sports club as we know it.
On 6th of March 2020, Werder Bremen and betahausX will host up to 10
startups as they pitch for a place in the Werder Lab, Werder Bremen’s
inaugural innovation program focused on different verticals within the field of
sports tech.
For the Pitch Day the 10 selected startups from around the world will be invited
to pitch to the jury consisting of senior stakeholders and board members from
Werder Bremen.
To top it all off, this Pitch Day takes place in Berlin, prior to the Werder Bremen
vs. Hertha BSC Berlin match scheduled for the weekend of 7th/8th of March.
From the pitching 10 teams, up to 3 teams will be chosen to enter the program
and work closely with different Werder Bremen business units to co-develop
their solutions. The program will take online and offline, giving teams the
freedom to be based in the location they prefer. This program gives startups
access to experts and unique resources and insights of Werder Bremen.
All in all, this program is a fantastic opportunity for startups and scaleups to
get in front of leaders from the sport tech space.
Only the best make it!
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Who’s involved?
Werder Bremen
Werder Bremen is one of the largest sports clubs in Germany. The flagship of
the club is the professional football team, which plays in the Bundesliga, one
of the most competitive leagues in the world. Werder Bremen is a founding
member of the Bundesliga and one of the most successful teams in the league.
Werder is four-time German Champion, has won the German Cup six times
and also won the European Cup Winners’ Cup in 1992. In the eternal Bundesliga
ranking Werder Bremen is second behind FC Bayern Munich.
Werder Bremen has always been known for its ingenuity and creativity. Werder
was, for example, the first club in Germany with VIP boxes in 1992 and the first
Bundesliga football team with its own website in 1996. And Werder Bremen
was also the first club with mascot children escorting players onto the pitch.
werder.de

betahausX
betahausX has 10 years experience in designing and delivering innovation
programs from international startup competitions, innovation bootcamps
to startup immersions and corporate accelerators. Leveraging on a global
network of community-minded partners, corporate, governmental and
academic institutions, betahausX provides access, strategic design and
knowledge sharing for entrepreneurs and organisations seeking growth.
betahausX is the daughter company of betahaus, one of Europe’s first
coworking spaces.
betahausx.com
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What will happen?
Out of the received applications Werder and betahausX will identify a
shortlist of startups to be interviewed and further challenged to fully
understand the solution the startups will pitch.
Up to 10 startups will be invited to Berlin to present their solution to the jury
of senior stakeholders from Werder Bremen club. Prior the Pitch Day, startups
receive online in-depth info session which gives them more insights into the
club data and pitch requirements. The Pitch Day takes place in Berlin on the
6th of March, 2020.
A maximum number of three most promising startups will win the chance
to bring their solution into Werder Lab and work on their use case in direct
collaboration with Werder Bremen. This 60 day incubation program is
designed to support the selected teams to co-develop the solutions with
Werder Bremen business units. The program is a mixture of online and offline
components, teams do not need to be based in Bremen for the duration of
the program.
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Key Dates

Date

Milestone

What to expect

4 November 2019

Applications open

Submit application online

31 January 2020

Applications close

Midnight, 31 January 2020

19 February - 5 March
2020

In-depth Info Session

3 hour online session with Werder Bremen
experts and the finalists

19 February 2020

Finalists announced

10 finalists startups invited to Berlin for the
Pitch day

26/2 - 6/3 2020

Online Mentoring

1 hour introduction webinar followed by 30
min mentoring calls with Werder Bremen’s
business units and experts.

Pitch day

Up to 10 startups pitch to a jury of Werder
Bremen’s senior stakeholders and other
industry experts.

6 March 2020
Winners announced

Up to 3 startup winners announced.

60 days after 6th of
March, 2020

Werder Lab Program

Winning startups work closely with Werder
Bremen business units to co-develop solution over 60 day program.

tbd

Paid PoC Program

Startups have the chance to further develop
their solution with Werder Bremen with a
Proof of Concept program.
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Perks and prizes
Pitch Day | Perks
Up to 10 startups from around the world will be invited
to Berlin for Pitch Day to:
- Network with Werder Bremen’s sponsors and board members
- Meet current or former Werder Bremen Bundesliga players
- 400€ of travel expenses subsidized

Werder Lab Program | Prize
Up to 3 teams will join the Werder Lab Program.
The Werder Lab is a 60 day incubation program designed to support the
selected teams to co-develop the solutions with Werder Bremen business units.
The program is a mixture of online and offline components, teams do not need
to be based in Bremen for the duration of the program.

Work space at betahaus | Berlin
Betahaus is an open-access coworking space & event space that
started 10 years ago in Kreuzberg, Berlin. The community in Berlin
consists of 1000+ entrepreneurs, creators, makers, startups, early
stage tech founders, freelancers, corporates, non-for-profits, service
providers, small businesses, and remote teams of all kinds.
Mentoring by industry experts from Werder Bremen and betahausX
The innovation program provides startup teams with mentorship
and product development support from experienced industry experts
from Werder Bremen and experienced entrepreneurs from betahausX
global community.
Access to unique data
Access to unique players’ data & the football club data, know-how
about the football club structure, challenges and vision for the future
development in professional soccer, unique insights on current athlete
management and tracking and fan base management insights, where
applicable and as far as necessary for the program.
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Test the product within a real-life professional sports environment
Test and validate your solution with real-life professional sport
data and insights. Make an impact to the club’s daily business and
future competitiveness
Gain Exposure & Market access
Leverage Werder Bremen’s marketing channels. The club’s social
channels have over 1 million followers, in addition to their Press Room,
partners, sponsors, stadium and unique speaker slots at sports
industry events
Access a global network
Meet Werder Bremen’s top management; VIP access to Werder Bremen
home games; Access to the betahaus global startup community; and
Werder Bremen senior management acting as reliable and credible
door-opener to other potential customers, particularly football clubs.

Paid POC | Post-program
The 60 days in the Werder Lab Program will provide the opportunity for
startups to test and validate their use case. The goal is for startups to codevelop a complete or complementary solution and ultimately becoming a
supplier of Werder Bremen.
The scope, duration and amount paid for the POC are subjective and
dependent on the specification of each project, and will subsequently be
defined and agreed upon at the end of the 2-month Werder Lab Program. In
case the use case does not fit the requirements of Werder Bremen, it may not
proceed with a paid PoC at the end of the program.
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Eligibility
A program to accelerate the next generation of sports technology. Bringing
together the best and the brightest startups from around the world.
The Werder Lab is seeking solutions in the following areas:
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Talent Prediction &
Injury Prevention

Digital Content
Management

Partner Relationships

- Predictive analytics
models
- Sports AI
- Cognitive training
tools

- Video AI
- Digital Content
Workflow
- Pattern recognition
& Machine Learning

- Sales automation
- Proposal creation
- Smart presentation
tools

Further focus areas
include:
- Data visualisation
- Activity data and
analytics

Further focus areas
include:
- digital content
creation and
management
workflow
- video / audio /
photo AI
- pattern & scene
recognition
- automated tagging
of digital contents
by using machine
learning

Further focus areas
include:
- digital support for
sponsorship and
hospitality sales
processes
- (semi-) automated
creation of individual
sponsorship offers
- smart & innovative
offer presentation tools

Types of solutions that are NOT relevant for scope of the challenge:
Blockchain
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Startup stage
Startups or teams with a prototype or have already developed a solution.

Global entries
The Werder Bremen Lab is open to entrants from across the globe. However,
applicants must be able to attend the Pitch Day in Berlin on 6 March 2020,
and the key dates of the following 60 day Werder Lab Program which will
take place in Germany between Werder Bremen’s Head Office in Bremen and
betahaus | Berlin. Under extreme circumstances an online pitch at the Pitch
Day is possible but not recommended. In this case startups still have to be
present in Germany for the key dates of the program.
English is the official language of the challenge. All applications submitted and
communication must be made in English.

Intellectual Property
Werder Bremen is not primarily interested in taking any equity from the startups participating in the incubator program.
Intellectual Property Entrants must own, or have written permission to use the
intellectual property relevant to their entry. All entrants need to demonstrate
a willingness to share information about their device for the purposes of the
Werder Lab program. As part of the Werder Lab, Werder Bremen, betahausX
and project partners intend to carry out publicity activity as well as publish
research about the insights gained through the Werder Bremen program. These
activities will not divulge information relating to Intellectual Property in the
public domain.
Werder Bremen data
All data provided from Werder Bremen will stay in sole ownership of Werder
Bremen, the startup will not have any right to further use any data relating to
players / clients / or any other data. This applies to data provided by Werder
Bremen, as well as the additional data created by AI / Machine Learning algorithms.
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Judging criteria
The information below should help entrants understand the judges’
expectations.
Up until the pitch event, applications will be judged on their potential to satisfy
the judging criteria and deliver impact for partners’ needs.

Business case

Partner fit

Concrete business case.
Scalability of the solution within
the use case.

There is a strong strategic
partner fit.
The size and growth of opportunity
is attractive for collaboration.

.

Implementation

Solution

Implementation of the solution is
viable to the WB’s requirements.
Solution is ready or easy to adapt
to current infrastructure.

Clear value proposition
Solution significantly improves an
existing process for WB.

Team
Team has capacity to implement
solution
Financial stability of the team
Overall presentation
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Werder Bremen Values
Mission
All of us, each individual in their own function wants to contribute with our full
commitment and creativity to ensure that Werder Bremen plays successful and
attractive football, and that the club remains economically healthy while it is
on its way back to Europe and that it demonstrates its social responsibility as a
pioneer.

Values
- Approachable, familiar and cosmopolitian
- Imaginative & Surprising
- Reliable, calm & realistic
- Goal-oriented, focused on success & all as one team

CSR
- SV Werder Bremen Foundation
- Pioneering role in the Bundesliga
- Social responsibilty
- Key topics such as the environment, social affairs & Health
are addressed with projects such as an inclusion match day

Sustainability
- The “greenest” club in Germany
- Green is more than just the colour of the club
- Largest building-integrated photovoltaic system in Europe
- Use of the self produced stadium energy
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FAQs
How do I register for the challenge?
1.
Read this handbook to confirm you meet all the eligibility requirements
2.
Register your startup via the online application form
3.
Fill in application, this will require:
		
a. Information about your startup
		
b. Provide examples and evidence of previous application of your
			 solution to solve the partners use case
You can save your entry and come back to it later using the same 		
registration details.
4.

Submit your application online before the deadline. Applications close
23:59 CEST on the 31st of January 2020

Get the ball rolling and apply now
at www.betahausx.com/werderlab/apply
Does it cost anything to register?
No, registration is free.
I’m a startup located outside Germany, can I apply?
Yes! The Werder Bremen Lab is open to entrants from across the globe.
However, applicants must be able to attend the Pitch Day in Berlin on 6 March
2020, and the key dates of the following 60 day Werder Lab Program which will
take place in Germany between Werder Bremen’s Head Office in Bremen and
betahaus | Berlin. Under extreme circumstances an online pitch at the Pitch
Day is possible but not recommended. In this case startups still have to be
present in Germany for the key dates of the program.
English is the official language of the challenge. All applications submitted and
communication must be made in English.
Are travel costs reimbursed?
Teams invited to the Pitch Day in Berlin will be reimbursed up to 400 euro for
their travel expenses.
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What can I expect from the Werder Lab Program?
After the winners announcement, the winning teams will collaborate with
Werder Bremen’s business units to arrange the Werder Lab Program. The
Werder Lab Program for each startup is specific to a chosen Werder Bremen
Business Unit and must be completed within during month - month period.
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The Werder Lab Program consists of:
• 60 days
• Online & offline sessions
• Meetings at Werder Bremen headquarters in Bremen, Germany
• Workspace at betahaus Berlin, German
• Mentoring
• Networking opportunities
• Access to sports club data and contents for the purpose of this program
What is the aim of the Werder Lab Program?
The 60 days in the Werder Lab Program will provide the opportunity for startups
to test and validate their use case. The goal is for startups to co-develop a
complete or complementary solution and ultimately becoming a supplier of
Werder Bremen.

What is the Paid POC Post Program?
The scope, duration and amount paid for the POC are subjective and dependent
on the specification of each project, and will subsequently be defined and agreed
upon at the end of the 60 day Werder Lab Program.
In case the use case does not fit the requirements of Werder Bremen, it may not
proceed with a paid PoC at the end of the 60 day Werder Lab Program.

How do I know I’ve been picked?
Shortlisted applications will be contacted to confirm their participation for Pitch
Day in Berlin, 6th of March, 2020.
Please refer to timeline for Key Dates.

Intellectual Property
Partners will not take equity.
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Participants taking part in Competition declare that they have sufficient
ownership of intellectual property rights (trademarks, etc), programmes and/
or content included in their proposals, declaring through the acceptance of this
Legal Notice that they do not infringe on any intellectual property right or any
other rights that any third party may hold in Germany, the European Union, or
abroad regarding the contents and exempting organizers of Competition from
any liability regarding the use of the above-mentioned programs and/or content.
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For more information on Intellectual Property refer to Terms and Conditions.
As part of the Werder Lab, Werder Bremen, betahausX and project partners
intend to carry out publicity activity as well as publish research about the
insights gained through the Werder Bremen program. These activities will not
divulge information relating to Intellectual Property in the public domain.

Terms & Conditions
Read the T&Cs here
Still have a question?
If you’ve read the handbook and you still have questions, contact the team at
werder-lab@betahaus.de
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